To jointly track frequency drift (or fine frequency offset) and channel state variation for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) communications over mobile wireless channels, the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation techniques are commonly adopted. A major difficulty arises from the highly nonlinear nature of the log-likelihood function which renders local extrema or multiple solutions. The use of mathematical approximation coupled with an adaptive iteration algorithm is a viable approach to ease problem solving. The approximation methods used in existing works are usually of the first-order level. In this work, we devise a high-order approximation algorithm to improve the tracking performance. As shall be seen, the problem amounts to finding the roots of an approximate high-degree polynomial equation derived from the log-likelihood function. To this end, we triangularize the companion matrix constructed from the high-degree polynomial using iterative Gram-Schmidt QR transformations, an eigenvalue problem in matrix computation, coupled with another iterative correction process to produce a frequency offset estimate to good accuracy. It is found that a high-order approximation algorithm formulated can achieve much better tracking performance in terms of estimation accuracy, tracking range, and error rate results than various other tracking algorithms appearing in the literature.
Introduction
To operate an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system in a mobile wireless environment, initial acquisition, sometimes referred to as the coarse synchronization, is required for both time and frequency synchronization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The usual approach for acquisition uses some correlation techniques (utilizing the property of correlation between repeated symbol blocks [2] , correlation between data symbols and the redundant symbol copies within cyclic prefix [3] , or correlation between first and second half of the training symbol block [4] ) which require no knowledge of the channel state information. After acquisition has been completed, because of Doppler spread, multipath fading, as well as instability of the local oscillators, small carrier frequency drift, or fine carrier frequency offset (CFO), and time variation of the channel impulse response (CIR) or channel frequency response (CFR) will continue to exist and hence must be tracked periodically or frequently (depending on the channel fading rate, tracking period or frequency may vary in different applications) [1] . Frequency tracking is sometimes referred to as fine frequency synchronization [1] which is the theme of this paper. In the literature, numerous frequency tracking algorithms have been proposed for OFDM communications [1, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Unlike the coarse frequency synchronization in acquisition, the fine frequency synchronization or frequency tracking usually requires channel knowledge. Also, tracking channel state variation usually requires frequency to be synchronized [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . That is to say, either perfect channel estimation is assumed in deriving frequency offset algorithms or vice versa, perfect frequency synchronization is assumed in deriving channel estimation algorithms [10] . As a result, many researchers propose joint frequency tracking and channel estimation algorithms for OFDM communications [1, 9, 10, [12] [13] [14] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . All the tracking schemes mentioned above adopt the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation (MLE) technique. The major task in MLE is to maximize a log-likelihood function with respect to the parameters to be estimated. For the joint tracking problem at hand, two parameters, viz., CFO and CIR (or CFR), are to be estimated. To find the maximum or the peak, we set partial differentiations of the log-likelihood function to zero with respect to these two parameters resulting in two simultaneous equations in terms of the two parameters. Solving the simultaneous equations gives the solutions of the two sought-after estimators. However, the log-likelihood function is usually highly nonlinear; its derivatives will also be highly nonlinear. Therefore, there exist multiple peaks (often infinitely many) or multiple solutions. The highest peak is called the global solution and is the sought-after solution. The rest of the peaks are called local maxima or more generally local extrema as some applications may seek a minimum or a valley. A local extremum is not the desired solution.
To design an algorithm to accurately locate the desired global solution may be no easy task. To achieve the purpose, many algorithm processes are impractically complicated [9, 13] . A straightforward approach is to use the gradient method [10] . However, for the gradient method to converge to the desired global solution, it is critical to properly choose the starting point as well as the adaptation step size. Improper choices of the starting point and/or step size may lead to an undesired local extremum solution or even result in divergence. The starting point and step size may vary when the channel characteristic or the environment changes. For most practical applications, hardly an analysis can be provided for the choices of the starting point and step size. These choices then must be made by trial and error which may often take much time or even render failure. In general, when the hyperboloid surface represented by the log-likelihood function is highly irregular in shape with densely distributed local extrema, the search by gradient method becomes very difficult or even impossible. Thus, though theoretically workable, a gradient algorithm may not be practically implementable. At any rate, simulation results given by existing algorithms cited previously are mostly given for small frequency drifts. We have tested some of these algorithms, though not all of them, and found that, when the frequency drift (true CFO value) becomes large (say, exceeding 0.25 of the carrier spacing), the algorithms are not able to deliver a convincing performance. The culprit is the local extrema obstacle. To overcome the local extrema difficulty, a viable approach is to use mathematical approximation as done in the expectation-maximization (EM)-based algorithm of [12, 24, 25] and the joint maximum-likelihood channel and frequency estimation (JML-CFE) algorithm of [12] . The EM-based algorithm was first proposed by [12] . Then, the authors in [24] extended the idea to MIMO applications and [25] extended it to fast fading channels. Another approximation approach is called the recursive least squares (RLS)-based method. This approach requires linearization of the estimated parameters. The basic idea of approximation is to expand the cost function into its Taylor series form and then truncate the terms of high power orders as an approximation. The approximation methods used in [12, 24, 25] and [14] are all the first-order approximation methods (the derivative of the truncated Taylor series is a polynomial of degree one). However, the first order is too low an order to achieve tracking/estimation results with sufficient accuracy, especially when the frequency drift is large. Therefore, again, simulation results in [12] and [14] are given only for small frequency drifts.
In this work, we are inspired to extend the firstorder approximation method to a high-order approximation method in an attempt to improve the tracking/ estimation performance. As will be shown, the problem finally amounts to finding the roots of a highdegree real coefficient polynomial equation resulting from the high-order Taylor series truncation (the derivative of the log-likelihood function is expanded into a Taylor series). To this end, we triangularize the companion matrix constructed from the high-degree polynomial using iterative QR transformations by way of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process (to be called the Gram-Schmidt QR transformations) [26] [27] [28] . However, due to the Taylor series truncation, the triangularized matrix result obtained from the GramSchmidt QR transformations is only approximate. Then, to complete our entire high-order approximation algorithm, a correction process, also iterative, is introduced to work in conjunction with the Gram-Schmidt QR transformations to eventually produce a final CFO estimate to good accuracy. We will show that such a high-order approximation algorithm, in terms of tracking range, estimation accuracies, and symbol error rate (SER), will gain much improved performance over other algorithms appearing in the literature for OFDM communications.
We note here that the development of the fine CFO tracking with wide tracking range while keeping high estimation accuracy and low computational complexity is beneficial to the design of the synchronization algorithms, viewing the fact that different coarse synchronization algorithms lead to different magnitudes of the fine residual frequency offsets. Therefore, if the followed fine synchronization algorithm has wide estimation range, the number of times of performing coarse synchronization in a certain time period can be reduced because only the fine synchronization is needed to be performed without doing coarse synchronization in advance each time, which reduces the computational loads. The reason explains why we make efforts on improving the fine synchronization with wide tracking range, high estimation accuracy, and low computational complexity. T be the CFR vector [29, 30] . Here,
Signal and system model
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is an N × ν discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix. Assuming the frequency offset normalized to subcarrier spacing is δ. Then, adopting unitary DFT for signal data, after demodulation and discarding the cyclic prefix at the receiver, the complex baseband sample at the nth time slot in the received time domain OFDM block is given by [2, 9, 10] r n ¼ e j2πnδ=N y n þ w n ; n ¼ 0; 1; …; N−1 ; ð3Þ where y n is the offset-free noiseless data sample given as
We note here that removal of cyclic prefix symbols requires accurate time synchronization which, as stated previously, has been completed in acquisition. In fact, timing error can be divided into integer part and fractional part. The coarse timing acquisition deals with the correction of the integer part of the timing error, while the fractional part of timing error is absorbed into the estimation of channel impulse response [31] .
It is readily seen that (3) can be put in vector form as
where H denotes Hermitian transpose and
The high-order approximation algorithm
The novelty of our proposed algorithm lies in the use of high-order approximation for a nonlinear derivative of the log-likelihood function and the use of an innovative iterative correction process to refine the approximate solution obtained via QR transformation adopted from a matrix computation theory. The most important is such an approach indeed yields very satisfying results. We shall now present our scheme in detail.
Formulation of the maximum-likelihood estimation
From (5), a log-likelihood function can be derived as
where Re{⋅} means real part. Now, by setting ∂ ln Λ/∂h = 0, we can obtain a solution for h that will render a maximum ln Λ for a fixed δ. This is just an ML estimate of h at a fixed δ given by [10] h
Constant modulus training sequence has been proven optimal for channel estimation [32] . Chu sequence [33] , for example, falls onto this category. We shall use a Chu sequence given by X k ¼ e jπmk 2 =N m being any integer relatively prime to N}. This results in X H X = I N . Then, (8) can be simplified tô
Next, setting
where Q = diag{0, 1, …, N − 1} and Im{⋅} means imaginary part. Replacing the h in (10) by theĥ of (9), we find
where g m,n is the (m + 1, n + 1)th element of an N × N matrix G given by
Since (11) is now channel independent, we have decoupled δ from h and (11) can thus be solved for δ alone. However, (11) is highly nonlinear in δ and contains infinite number of solutions. We only desire the one solution that yields the global maximum of ln Λ. The task is not possible by analytical means. However, we can resort to the numerical method.
The approximation approach
We now expand the exponential term e j2π(m − n)δ/N in (11) into an infinite series (Taylor series expansion) and then truncate this infinite series beyond terms with power order higher than K to obtain
Substituting this approximate expression of (13) for the exponential term into (11), we will get a K degree polynomial of δ with real coefficients. Therefore, solving (11) becomes equivalent to finding the roots of a real polynomial of degree K. This is an eigenvalue problem in matrix computations [26] . Express the K degree polynomial as
Notice that we have normalized the polynomial such that the coefficient a K is unity. This can be easily done just by dividing the original polynomial equation by the original nonzero a K . To make it distinguishable, denote the original nonzero a K by a different symbolã K . It then
can be readily verified that the coefficients {a k } in (14) are given by
A word is in order here. We define our approximation order as K when the polynomial degree in (14) is K. However, note that (14) is the approximation of (11) which is a derivative of the log-likelihood function of (7). Thus, here the Taylor series truncation is performed after differentiation of the log-likelihood function, while in [12] and [14] , the Taylor series truncation is performed directly on the log-likelihood function. According to our definition, [12] and [14] are actually using first-order approximations. Note that when K = 1, we also have a first-order approximation algorithm.
QR transformations
Now, from (13), we construct a K × K square matrix called the companion matrix as [27] 
It has been known that a square matrix can be triangularized by iterative QR transformations [26] [27] [28] , where Q is an orthogonal matrix and R is an upper triangular matrix. When all the roots of the polynomial of (14) are real, these roots will constitute the diagonal elements of the eventual triangularized A matrix that are also the eigenvalues of A [26] [27] [28] . In case the polynomial equation of (14) has complex roots in conjugate pairs, the iterative QR transformations will lead to a Hessenberg matrix [26] which is quasi-triangular. That is, the subdiagonal immediately below the main diagonal will contain nonzero elements. However, on the main diagonal, each real root will appear as an element while each complex root will not appear but is replaced by a certain unpredictable number, either real or complex, as an element [26] . There is no way of telling which elements are real roots and which are the numbers replacing complex roots. However, it can be certain that the one real root is there to be the desired global solution for the CFO estimate which must be real. We shall detail later how to find this global solution by our algorithm design.
The process of iterative QR transformations called the Gram-Schmidt QR transformations involves two operation phases alternatively performed. The first operation phase is called the Gram-Schmidt QR decomposition. The QR decomposition is carried out by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process [26, 34] . The second operation phase is an iterative transformation process (or a triangularization process). However, when the polynomial degree K gets too high, the triangularization process will begin to produce less accurate results [34] . Fortunately, for the OFDM tracking problem at hand, we do not have to use a very high order of K and only need a crude result out of the triangularization process since a complementing correction process coupled with the triangularization process will carry the burden and take care the rest of the matter to eventually bring a final CFO estimate result to great accuracy. As a result, we do not need to execute a great many iterations of QR transformations. It can be demonstrated that just a couple of iterations of QR transformations will suffice. For fine frequency synchronization, the frequency drift is less than half the carrier spacing (|δ| < 0.5) [9, 10, 12, 14] . In this case, computer experiments show that our order 2 algorithm can produce results with good accuracy. When a wider tracking range is desired (|δ| > 0.5), we will need at least an order 4 algorithm.
The iterative QR transformations are carried out as follows:
Let the square matrix A of (13) be denoted as
where {a k , k = 1, 2, …, K} are K × 1 column vectors of A. We then carry out the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process as follows: Define the projection of a vector a on a unit vector e as
where T denotes the transpose and e k k ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi e T e p is the Euclidean norm of e. Then, let
The orthogonal matrix Q is now formed as
The upper triangular matrix R is given by
This completes the Gram-Schmidt QR decomposition process. Next, we start the following iterations:
Construct Q 1 from A 1 using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonal process as done above.
Construct
When L is sufficiently large, we will find A L to be upper triangular with diagonal elements equal to the roots of the polynomial of (14) . Now, the Gram-Schmidt QR transformations are completed. Note that, as mentioned earlier, in actual operations when coupled with a complementing correction process, we need not to execute many iterations of the QR transformations (L needs not be large). In our computer simulations, we have used L = 2 and up to K = 6.
Of the K roots obtained, only one root will be desired. Assume the K roots are δ 1 , δ 2 , …, δ K . Substitute each root into (9), then into (7), with the Chu sequence chosen for X earlier. The one root that maximizes (7) is the sought-after solutionδ 0 , i.e.,
For the special case of the first-order approximation when K = 1, (14) directly leads toδ 0 ¼ −a 0 =a 1 , and hence, no QR transformation needs to be executed. Furthermore, in case (14) possesses complex roots, A L will be in the Hessenberg form (quasi-triangular) as stated earlier. However, it will not matter. Exactly as in the all real roots case, we simply substitute each diagonal element into the log-likelihood function of (7). The one that yields the maximum log-likelihood function is the global solution just as given by (23).
The iterative correction process
We now must note that the global solutionδ 0 obtained as described above was via an approximation method truncating a Taylor series expansion beyond terms with power order higher than K, i.e., the approximate expression of (13) was used. Therefore, the solutionδ 0 is still an approximate solution (with L = 2 as is to be used, this solution will be even cruder). We can further refine this solution by an iterative correction process as follows.
With the initial estimateδ 0 (this is why we have used the subscript 0 to begin with), we can correct the received signal vector as
where r 0 = r is just the original received signal vector. After this CFO correction, r 1 is expected to be cleaner than r 0 (= r). We thus use this corrected signal or replace r with r 1 in (9) to come up with a better log-likelihood function from which a new polynomial of degree K is then generated, i.e., a new (9) is generated. Carrying out the iterative Gram-Schmidt QR transformations again as above, we get a new and better CFO estimateδ 1 . Continuing this way, eventually at a certain Mth iteration, we should havê δ M →0 . Then, our final or overall CFO estimate can be obtained aŝ
To avoid confusion, we shall, from here on, callδ the final or overall CFO estimate, define the ith interim
, and refer to δ as the true CFO (the very beginning CFO to be estimated). Now, replacing the final CFO estimate of (25) for the δ in (9), we can get the CIR estimatorĥ immediately.
We will summarize the iterative adaptive QR transformation algorithm consisting of two phases alternately. To be clear, the matrices Q l , R l , and A l mentioned above at the first phase are all added with an extra subscript m as Q l,m , R l,m , and A l,m , respectively, corresponding to the mth run of the second phase. The proposed iterative adaptive algorithm is listed as below:
Initial condition: r 0 = r and A 0,0 = A.
Construct r mþ1 ¼ D 
Apparently, when a linear approximation (first-order approximation) is used for a high-degree polynomial, the precision becomes less as compared to a quadratic approximation (second-order approximation). The computational load for a high-order approximation algorithm would be heavier than that of a first-order approximation algorithm since more terms are involved in computations. However, what is important is that we are rewarded with tremendous improvements in CFO tracking range, estimation accuracy, and SER performance. These improvements will be demonstrated with performance comparisons by computer simulations in Section 4.
Simulation results and discussions
Consider an OFDM system with DFT size N = 64 operated over a frequency-selective channel of dispersion length v = 9 having an exponential power profile αe −πm/10 , m = 0, 1, …, v − 1, with unit power, where α is used to normalized the channel power [30] . In all simulations for the triangularization process with |δ| < 0.5, only two successive Gram-Schmidt QR transformations will be executed (L = 2) for orders up to K = 6. For notations, denote Varδ
as the variance or MSE of the final CFO estimator and the ith interim CFO estimator, respectively. In Figure 1 , assuming a small true CFO of δ = 0.18 with a 30-dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we present the learning curves of the MSE of the interim CFO estimator (i.e.,
vs. i) for three approximation orders K = 1, 2, and 4. Note that no Gram-Schmidt QR transformation is executed for the first-order algorithm. From the figure, we see that the first-order algorithm takes one iteration step or one correction cycle (i = 1) to reach the steady-state value, while the second and fourth algorithms need two correction cycles (i = 2). This may be because the heavy computation load required by higher degree polynomials will encumber the correction process. We have mentioned earlier that when the polynomial degree K is too high, the triangularization process will begin to give less accurate results [34] . Then, Figure 2 shows the results of repeated experiments using a larger δ = 0.48. The result of the sixth-order algorithm is now added. This time, the first-order algorithm fails to deliver an acceptable result. Again, for the similar reason of computational encumbrance by high-order process, the second-order algorithm has a smoother path to reach the steady state needing two correction iterations (i = 2), while both the fourth-and sixth-order algorithms require one more iterations (i = 3) and struggle slightly on way to convergence (the learning curves experience small fluctuations). However, if we increase δ further beyond half the carrier spacing (|δ| > 0.5), we shall begin to see the advantage of using higher orders. In Figure 3 , the curves using δ = 0.6 are presented. Now, lower order algorithms (K ≤ 2) start to diverge. However, the highorder algorithms (fourth and sixth) can still deliver good performance with the higher order (sixth order) doing better. From Figures 1, 2 and 3 , the minimum required correction cycles ensuring convergence for carrier frequency offsets of 0.18, 0.48, and 0.6 are 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for the proposed method. Accordingly, we choose the correction cycle parameter M = 4 for all the subsequent simulations for our proposed method.
Next, over the same channel system with the small frequency drift of δ = 0. those of the EM-based algorithm and JML-CFE algorithm given by [12, 14] . For all the estimator MSE performance curves, results are averaged over 10,000 runs. Also incorporated in the figure is the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) vs. SNR curve for performance comparison. The derivations for CRB are presented in the Appendix for clarity. For this small frequency drift, we see that our algorithms of order K = 1, 2, and 4 all yield comparable performance with estimator MSE curves adhering closely to the CRB curve, and they all outperform the EM-based and the JML-CFE algorithms. In fact, it can be apparently seen that the EM-based algorithm performance is unacceptable. Simulation results show that the EM-based algorithm can work well only with δ < 0.05. The reason that the EM-based algorithm works poorly may be due to the fact that the expectation step uses MMSE estimate rather than ML estimate for the CIR in addition to the poor use of low first-order approximation. If we increase δ to 0.48, we will find that all the first-order algorithms including ours will all fail to work, while the three high-order algorithms (K = 2, 4, 6) still perform comparably with estimator MSE curves very closely adhering to the CRB (results not shown for space saving). For δ values beyond half the carrier spacing, Figures 6 and 7 respectively plot the curves of final CFO estimator MSE and the CIR estimator MSE against SNR along with the CRB curves for δ = 0.6. Orders 2, 4, and 6 are given. We can now see that the sixth-order algorithm clearly prevails as both the CFO and CIR estimator MSEs will begin to adhere closely to the CRBs from SNR = 20 dB, while for the fourth-order algorithm, the SNR must be greater than 30 dB for estimator MSEs to closely adhere to the CRBs. For orders K ≤ 2, the algorithm will fail to perform at δ = 0.6 just as in Figure 3 . Although the estimator MSE is an important and very useful performance metric for parameter estimations, the ultimate performance measure in communication systems belongs to error rate. We therefore should compare the error rate performances of various algorithms. It is well known that OFDM error rate performance relies on the accuracies of frequency and channel estimation [30] . A good tracking scheme should achieve better CFO and CIR estimations hence lower error rate. Employing 16-ary square QAM transmission over the same channel system, with small frequency drift δ = 0.18, Figure 8 compares SER vs. SNR curves for all the firstorder schemes as well as the second-order algorithm. Clearly, both the schemes of [12] and [14] fail to perform satisfactorily, while our first-and second-order algorithms perform comparably well with SER values just slightly higher than an ideal case (perfect CFO synchronization and channel estimation). Then, we assume a larger CFO δ = 0.6. Now as shown in Figure 9 , both our first-and second-order algorithms fail to work. The fourth-and sixth-order algorithms perform comparably well with SER curve slightly higher than the ideal result. Figures 10 and 11 show the MSE of final CFO estimate vs. CFO δ and the MSE of CIR estimator vs. CFO δ, respectively, at fixed SNR. Both the figures show that the sixth-order algorithm works well for CFO up to 0.6, while the second-order algorithm performs comparably well with the sixth order for CFO up to 0.55 but fails when CFO approaches 0.6. For the fourth order, when the SNR is greater than 30 dB, it performs comparably well with the sixth order. The results show agreement 9 and 12, the SER curves of the fourth order are closely attached to those of the sixth order for CFO up to 0.6 for all values of SNR. This means that, at low SNR which corresponds to high SER, the SER performance makes no difference for the fourthand sixth-order algorithms even though they have big differences in MSE values at low SNR. Since the ultimate performance depends on SER, instead of MSE, we conclude that the fourth order will suffice for covering the CFO exceeding half the subcarrier spacing.
By observing various simulation results, we can conclude that, for a tracking range up to |δ| < 0.6, the fourth-order algorithm should suffice. To cover a wider tracking range, one can use orders higher than 4. However, using orders higher than 4 is not recommended since it will only increase the computation load without much gain except for a wider tracking range which is rarely necessary for fine frequency tracking. In fact, for fine frequency tracking, the frequency drift ought to be less than half the carrier spacing or |δ| < 0.5. The |δ| < 0.5 range is already a much wider range than those covered by all the existing tracking algorithms cited previously. Our second-order algorithm can easily cover this range with adequate performance. Thus, our proposed algorithm design indeed provides a significant contribution to the OFDM tracking study.
The significant performance improvement provided by our high-order approximation algorithm is not without price. It is conceivable that the higher the order, the higher is the computation complexity and hence more complicated and costly it will be for practical implementation. Depending on the application, a tradeoff between complexity and performance may be made. Table 1 evaluates and compares the computation complexities of various algorithms discussed in this paper. It is seen that the complexity of an algorithm is related to channel dispersion length v, OFDM symbol block length N, order of approximation K, as well as iteration number M in a rather complicated way. Generally, higher approximation order will give higher complexity. Usually, N is much larger than v, K, or M and hence has the dominant impact on the computation complexity. Thus, from Table 1 , we can get a rough estimate that, among the first-order approximation algorithms, the EM-based algorithm should have the lowest complexity, but its performance is poorest. Our first-order algorithm may have higher complexity than the EM-based and the JML-CFE algorithms, but not much higher. Therefore, in light of all the gaining in tracking range, estimation accuracy, and error rate performance, it should be well worthwhile to adopt our algorithm.
Conclusions
To track frequency drift and channel state variation in OFDM systems over mobile wireless channels, we propose The first-order algorithm
The Kth-order algorithm (K ≥ 2)
a high-order approximation algorithm using the MLE scheme which outperforms existing OFDM tracking algorithms in terms of tracking range, estimation accuracy, as well as SER performance. Computer simulation results show that a fourth-order algorithm will suffice to cover a wide tracking range exceeding half the carrier spacing while producing results with good accuracy. A secondorder algorithm will suffice if the tracking range is less than half the carrier spacing.
The Cramer-Rao bounds (CRBs) can then be obtained from the diagonal elements of J −1 . Note that the CRBs obtained here are jointly for the ML estimates of CIR h and CFO δ (i.e.,ĥ andδ ).
